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Introduction
In this paper we extend the results of [1] to a large class of odd p groups.

With certain prime exceptions then a solvable group G which admits an odd
prime power group A as a fixed point free automorphism group (i.e. Ca (A) 1
must have its fitting length bounded by the power of p dividing the order of A.
The proof of this result is the same as the weaker theorem of [1]. Since the
proof is lengthy it is not given here. The extension is made possible by an
examination of representations of p groups. Suppose P is a p group acting on
a vector space V over GF (q), q p. Then P permutes the vectors of V.
Certainly if q is very large, P will have a regular orbit on V. The striking fact
is that P "almost always" will have a regular orbit on V. Aside from other
applications, this result applies to our fixed point free theorem.
Suppose R is an extra special r group. Suppose PR is an extension of R

with R/ PR and [P, D (R)] 1. Suppose is a complex irreducible charac-
ter of PR nontrivial on D (R). It is well known [1, (IV. 9)] that if P is cyclic
and faithful on R then . J, "almost always" contains the regular P character.
Surprisingly enough this result is almost always true of odd p groups in general.
These two facts along with some minor related results make up the main

body of this paper.
We assume a knowledge of the p Sylow subgroups of GL (n, q) [3]. Some’of

the calculations assume a familiarity with [1].

I. Wreath products

Let P C\ C C\ C n C’s, where e >_ 1 and p is an odd prime.
Let r be a prime different from p and to the smallest positive integer with
r 1 (mod p) and pe 11 r* 1). Now P. is an irreducible p Sylow sub-
group of GL (to p’*, r). Let V V (to p’, r) be the to p" dimensional space over
GF (r) on which GL (to p’, r) acts. So V is an irreducible P. module. Assume
that P (p.) P.-1. Then with p p we may write

p0 Pn-1 >< P- X X

We set P0 C. NowP <p}pO where p permutes the i component into
--1the i 4- 1 component by the coniugation --* p p. Further

V [ V V where p-V V+ and the i component of p0 is
faithful and irreducible on V with the j i component trivial.
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We now investigate the characters of P.. Suppose x is an irreducible char-
acter on P. Consider x le. Two cases arise. If x le is irreducible
then b b- b-+ where is an irreducible character on P_. Now
is induced from linear character * on a subgroup A of P._. So

**- *-’+ onA X A X X A- AinducesonP.
There is a linear extension of to (p)A such that x Je. Clearly
Z (P) A. If a is of order p in Z (P) then () 1. So a character of
this first type is not faithful.

If is reducible then + - + + -+ where is ir-
reducible on P. Now

p--+

where is irreducible on P.-1. Since is not stabilized by p we must have
for some i.

LEMMA 1.1. Suppose X is an irreducible character of P.. If x (1) > 1 th
either is induced from a linear character on a subgroup

{p}(A X A X X A-’)
where A P,_ and

$p- Sp-+aX...xp-i

( (P. ) ). Or ncI cic P II - -Next let us consider characters fithful on P.. We define
p -

We consider a faithful character x of smallest degree. Then x is induced from
a character- -+ on P.. By taking an appropriate conjugate
we may assume (1) is the largest degree of the (1). Then, ..-, 11
all be linear and will be faithful on P_ of smallest degree. Clearly a char-
acter of degree p faithful on P is induced from P. So if we assume is in-
duced from P._ then x is induced from a linear character on P. So by in-
duction x is induced from P.. Hence

x(1) [P,’P,] p".

LEMMA .2. A faithful irreducible character x of smallest degree on P, is of
degree p" and is induced from a linear character of order p ,.
Let * be a faithful linear character of C, Set 0 ’1- 1-+

Pz* where *, 1 are charucters of P0 C, % %-1 1-I 1-+ onP
where 1 is the identity on P_. Then set F % le.
By choosing the representation of the wreath product appropriately we may

assume the Brauer character of P on V (t0 p’, r) is a sum of t0 algebraic conju-
gates of F.
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Next we investigate representations of p groups which are not absolutely ir-
reducible. It turns out that absolute irreducibility is not essential to show that
irreducibles are induced from cyclic irreducibles. The proof is due to Blichfeldt
[2, (50.7)].

LEMMA 1.3. Suppose P is an odd p group, t is a field for which char/c p,
and V is an irreducible/c[P] module. Then there is a subgroup A <_. P and an ir-
reducible/c[A] module W on which A is cyclic so that W --- V.

We use induction on IF]. If P is abelian or not faithful then we use induc-
tion. So we assume P is faithful. Since p is odd, P contains a noncyclic
normal abelian subgroup A0. Hence A 21 (A0) is noncyclic normal of ex-
ponent p. Since P is irreducible, A is not contained in Z (P).

Consider V I. n (W1 - Wt). We consider the caset 1. In
that case W1 is an irreducible faithful k[A] module. So A would be cyclic.
This is not the case so > 1.

Let P0 Stab (W, P). Then W* nW is an irreducible k[P0] module
and W* P V. Now ker [P0 -- Aut W*] >_ ker [A -- Aut W] > 1 so Po < P.
Now by induction there is B _< P0 and a cyclic irreducible k[B] module W so
that W eo --- W*. Hence W e --- V completing the proof.

COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose P is an odd p group with a faithful character x of
degree pd. Suppose tc is a field with char l P and V is an irreducible/[P]
module whose character is a sum of conjugates of x. Then V splits in k[:].

There is a subgroup A _< P and an irreducible cyclic/c[A] module W with
W P --- V. If the character of W is a sum of conjugates of the linear character
# then and A may be so chosen that x. Clearly A splits in/c[]. The
character of V is a sum of conjugates, of x. That is, dim V x (1)t. Further
dim V dim W’x (1) since x (1) [P A]. But the character of W must
then be a sum of conjugates of t. Thus/c[t] k[:] is a splitting field for P
since x.
We now look again at the wreath product P. and derive some results on

representations of subgroups of P. For p0 P- X P-lP X -DP+I-
and (r, r) r e p0 we set w (r) r. When there is no confusion we
write v w. The following results are concerned with extensions of extra
special groups.
Now P (C .... C)A, n C’s, where A A0 is an abelian p group

of type (p, p), n p’s.

LEMMA 1.5. If P is a subgroup of P, irreducible over GF (r and regular then

P n A0 _< Z (P)[P, A0].

Let (71"1 "/i’p) p0 n A0 n P P A0. Take p (T1, Tp) . P pO.
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Then using (ab) abS for S e (a, b)’ we have

(T2 2 Tp p T1 1 T3 3 Tp p T1 1 T2 2

.f, ...,
Let M ,-1 (A0). Then working mod M we have

Till il Tp p Ti i Till Tp Ti i

’", 4". ’" ’ [P Ao]MSo 2 , T 1. Therefore (1, e

But [P, Ao]M char P, hence

(1, "’", ) e [P, Ao]M [P Ao]Z (P ).

LEMMA 1.6. If P is a regular subgroup of P irreducible over GF (r) then
P P contains no elements of the form (1, ..., 1, v, 1, ..., 1)

Suppose otherwise. Then by conjugating we may assume P P contains
(,1,...,1) =a. Let=p(T1,...,r)eP--P. SetT=
T0 ([T, ]). Let M be the inverse image in T of D (T/To). By factoring
M out we assume M 1. Now T is abelian of type (p, ..., p), p p’s, and
operates relarly as ()/(). Hence (T, ) is an irregular section of P. This
contradiction proves the lemma.

THEOREM 1.7. Suppose P is an irreducible subgroup of P. Then P has a
regular orbit on V unless P is irregular and p r 1.

Let , V be the regular orbits of P-I on V1. Choose Vl, v as
-1 -p+lorbit representatives. We form vectors v W p v W W e where

some i i. Each of these vectors generates a regular orbit on P. Hence
we get a regular orbit by restricting to P. The only problem arises when

1. We see that if 2 then we get at least ( t)/p regular orbits on
P, n 0. For odd p this is 2. Hence we only need worry about n 0.
In this case 2 if p r 1. We are reduced to considering a regular p
group P.

If p r 1 then we get a regular P orbit as follows" For
(,...,v)ePset((l,...,)) 1. Then(PP) =P* P-I
has a regular orbit on V. Choose v e V so that v generates a regular P*
orbit on V. Set u Vl W W V_l. For a e P to centralize u,
a (1, 1, ). By the previous lemma, no such a exists in P. Hence P
always has a regular orbit on V.

COROLLARY 1.8. Suppose R is an elementary abelian r group and P is faithful
and irreducible on R. Then le [ee contains the regular P character unless
p r 1 and P is irregular where p exp P, r ]R .
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eR exe 1 ]enele. We may choose x e R so thatWe look at le ]e
P n P 1 by the theorem. This proves the corollary.
Now we turn our attention to representations of P on extra special r groups.

LEMMA 1.9. Suppose P is a p group and P* C \ P. Let C (p) and
pO p X PP X X pp,-1. If P pa then there are pa(-l) elements

pO pO(rl r) with rl r2 r o P. Further if (1, )
and al a2 a, o e P then

dim Cr (p) dim Crl (o).

Choose r, r_ arbitrarily in P. Then solve r r_l x o for x.
This shows (r, r) e pO may be chosen in p(-) ways.
Next we show that v vl - - v Cv(p,) where v e V, if and only if

v Cv (o) which completes the proof of the lemma.
So computing

Therefore (a, ..., , )pvi v.:_ or ( , 1, ..., 1)v. ’o vl v.
Next let P, be faithful and irreducible on R/D (R) and trivial on D (R)

where R is extra special of order r+. Then 2m to p’. Let
where Ex is the character of P. R given by [1, (IV. 15)]. Suppose a e P.
Then RID (R) V as a () module splits as in [1, (IV. 3)]. So Cr(a) has even
dimension 2m (a). Also 2m n, to p - 2m ((r) where there are n. ir-
reducible (a) modules on V of dimension to p. So () (2m 2m

" n p’ n n (S (mod 2) since p is odd. Hence

E.(a) r’() (-1)() r(’) (-1)(-())’.

LEMMA 1.10. Assume A <_ P,,_ and A A X A’ X A- <_ P.
be a linear character of T (p)A <_ P,. Now I. So

Let

where 0 if (p ) 1 and 1 otherwise.

A AFor each e there is a unique e such that p’ (p). Further --.
is one-one map of A onto A. Also, being linear churacter is multiplica-
rive. So

52,’.--: 5:,.o
(p’) 0,)

We have
,() (Ip}) (since (i, p) 1)
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Since p is multiplicative and p () * (0), by (I.9),

() ,’--- ’() A (- t,

Next
,.,,o , ()p 0’) A] (, I, p I,

Now Io
_

[, (_, I)-’ (_, I)"-’+’. So

Since T I/i AI P the lemma follows.
Suppose x is an irreducible character on P,. We call x a regular character if

-1 p-p+l(i) x , is irreducible and
(a) n 1 and is nontrial on P0, or
(b) n > 1 and is relar on P,_.

(ii) x (- --’" " where , -.., are irreducible on P,_ and
(a) n= l and at most one 1, or
(b) n > 1 and , ..., are all regular.

LEMMA 1.11.
reducible on P.

Suppose P is a regular irreducible subgroup of P, and x is ir-
Then x contains a regular character.

We use induction on n. Suppose first that n 1. We set T
Z (P1)[P1, Ao]. Since n 1 we have A0 Po X p0, X X p,-1. Writing
Ao additively over Z., then letting v be a generator for P-I, we have
{v, ..., v}, a Z. basis for A0. A characterf Ao --, Z+. is a linear functional
into the additive group of Z..
Now {u v - v, u v v, i 2, p} is a set of generators

over Z, for T. Let g T Z+, be a character on T. Then

g(u,.) =a, i= 1,...,p.

Now g(pv,) g( u) g(u,) as is in pZ. so we may choose
f e Z. so that pf a. Now consider the characterf Ao -- Z+o defined
by

( + , (v, + ,, i 2,..., p,

where e e p-Z.. Then clearly

Next p’-Z,o {- (B at); i 2, p} is not empty since p-Zo con-
tains p elements. So we choose from this set. Then

/e- a 0 fori 2, ..-,p.

In other words f, (v) 0 for i 2, ..., p. Therefore f e contains only
regular characters. We have proved that if is an arbitrary character of T
then p ] contains a character such that e* is a sum of regular characters.
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Now supposen > 1. Set(PnP+) P’and

P+ P* X P*P X X p.p-l.

Now P* is a regular irreducible subgroup of Pn-1. Let 1, ..., be ir-
reducible characters on P*. By induction on n, 5 P"-I contains a regular

p--1character on Pn-1 But now (1 . . P must be a sum of regu-
lar characters on P,. In other words, if is any irreducible character of P+
then le contains a character with a sum of regular characters.
Now let x be irreducible on P. Since P n p0, _< p+ or P a p0 _< T, for every

character contained in x leae, P contains a character with e" a sum of
regular characters. Finally, since ppO p,,, we have

and
() [Pn Pn Pn, (xl I,,,) ( In,,,l’,,, )

(x In, In) (x [n, ) > 0.

Therefore x contains a regular character.
Recall that P is faithful and irrreducible on R/D (R) where [R] =r+,

2m t0 p, and P C C,.

LEMMA 1.12. (a) Suppose x is a regular irreducible character ofP Assume
that p r/ 1. Then (, x) 2.

(b) If, both 2p r + I and p rt/ 1, then for any irreducible x on
Pn

(, x) 2x().

Proof is by induction on n. For uny irreducible character x of P0, we see
that by [1, (.9)],

(0,x) 2 incase (b) andcase (a) ifx 1

1 incase (a) ifx 1.
p-p+Suppo n > 0. First, assume that x ( - e" where, -.., are irreducible on P_x. Then (, x) H-x (-x, ). In

case (a),xis regular so(_,) 2- 2. Incase (b), (,_x,) 2(1)
(even ifn 1). So

= (_, ) 2(1) (1) 2 (2-/p)x (1) 2x (1).

Second, assume that x e - -+x where is irreducible on
P_. Then

(, x) (1/p)[(_, ) + (p 1)(_,
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In case (a), (n-1, ) >_ 2 so (.,, X) >-- (2/p)[2-1- 1] >_ 2. In case (b),

(n-1, ) >_ 2(1)so (, ) >__ (2(1)- 2(1))/p >_ 2x(1).

THEOREM 1.13. Suppose PR is a group with normal extra special r subgroup
R and odd p group P. Suppose P is faithful and irreducible on RID (R) and
trivial on D (R ). Suppose X is any irreducible character of PR which is non-
trivial on D (R ). Then for any irreducible character x of P,

(Z [e, x) >_ 2nx
where

(1) pC # r q_ 1, nx 1, and P is regular, or
(2) ,pC r q_ 1, andnx x(1)for any.l 1, 2;pC _< expP;and

r’/ 1o
Now P _< P. for some n where P is irreducible on R/D (R) V and is a p

Sylow subgroup ofS (V), the symplectic group on V. By [1, (II.2), (IV.15)],
weknow thatX Xx for some onPR/R and for some X. But alsox -Ie.
Let x be any irreducible character of P. So

(x, x) (, x) (, x) ( [, x) (, [x] [).

If P is regular, then we may select a regular character in [x] [e" by (I.11).
So by (I.12) (a),

(z, x) (, [ux] ’) (, ) 2.

In cse (b), [x] le" = a so

(X, x) (, [x] ") a (, ) a 2n 2[x] e (1) 2x (1).
This completes the proof.

Remark. If p > 3, then the result in (I.12) a) is much too small. A much
better lower estimate would be (, x) ((2 2)/p)=-* if p > 3. For
p 3 there is actually a linear regular character u ofP for which (,, ) 2
for the choice 2p r + 1.

II. Applic=tions
Suppose A is an odd p group for a prime p. Let AG be a solvable group

with normal subgroup G where (p, G I) 1. We assume that p # r + 1
for any p exp A and r=+* G ]. Further, if A is an irregular p group we
assume p’ # r 1 nd 2p # r + 1 for r G . These prime assumptions
are made to handle the prime exceptions of (I.7) and (I.13).
Suppose that V is direct sum of equivalent irreducible k[AG] modes

where k is a field of characteristic unequal to p. We also assume that G is
represented faithfully on V.
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Under the conditions outlined above we have

THEOREM II.1. (1) Cr(A) (0) or
(2) C,(A’) (0) or
(3) C,(A’) (0) and there is cyclic D <_ A with

(a) C). (A ’D (0), (b) Ca (A’D >_ Ca (A’ ).

In [1] this theorem (VI.1) was proved under the assumption that A was of
class <_ 2. The proof given there is quite general. The step (VI.10) may be
made using (I.7) of the previous section. The step (VI.11) follows from the
lemma below. Finally (VI.15) follows from (I.13) of the previous section.
Aside from this the proof follows verbatim
The representation theorem just cited has application to groups with fixed

point free automorphism groups. Suppose the derived series of A is

A A () > A () > > A() 1.

Then 1"I%-0 [A () C,t(,) Co(A (+)] p. We may set (G f. Ifl A p
then clearly f _< d. We then have

THoa (II.2). If A is fixed point free on G, that is, Co (A 1, then the
Fitting length of G is bounded by b(G). In particular, the Fittino lenath i.
bounded bu d.

The proof here is again exactly as (VII.1) of [1]. Eeeot now we use (II.

the urevious theoro.m.

LMMX II.3. If (II.1) holds for (A, G, V) and VI,too is homogeneous for all
Ao &A then there is a subgroup D <_ A so that D <_ C (G) and IV, D] V
unless (1) of (II.1) is true.

We use induction on A I. By the theorem there is a Do _< A so that
Co (A’Do) >_ Co (A’). Further [A’D0, V] V. Since Do is cyclic we must
have A’Do < A or A is abelian. In the former case we use induction on
(AD0, G, V). In the latter case Do <_ Co (A’) G so we are done.
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